Abstract. We propose a theoretical foundation for proof reuse, based on the novel idea of a computational interpretation of type isomorphisms.
Introduction

Background
Proof development systems based on dependent type theory, such as Coq 4], Lego 29] and PVS 36] , are increasingly used for large-scale formalisations of mathematics and programming languages semantics. These formalisations are usually available on-line and, in some instances, form an integral part of the system's distribution. In principle, these formalisations should allow users to bene t from a large library of basic results upon which to build up their own developments. In practice, users often face di culties in adapting existing formalisations to their problem and start their developments nearly from scratch, leading to duplicate work and un-integrated contributions 1 . Thus providing techniques and tools that facilitate proof reuse is an important challenge for type-theorists. However, existing techniques, which we detail below, fall short of providing a satisfactory answer to the issue of proof reuse and change of representation.
Type isomorphisms provide a type-theoretical notion of equivalence between (generally simple) types: in a nutshell, a type isomorphism between A and B is a pair of closed well-typed expressions f : A ! B and g : B ! A that are mutually inverse to each other (usually w.r.t. -convertibility). Type isomorphisms have been used for a number of purposes, including program reuse 19, 20, 33, 34] , but the potential of type isomorphisms in proof development systems remains largely unexplored.
This article
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: 1 For example, contributions on algebra cannot be put together to yield a uni ed body of formal mathematics with a single de nition of group, ring. . . Part of the problem is due to the representation of sets but there are other issues, which form the topic of this paper.
1. to highlight a number of situations where (a computational interpretation of) type isomorphisms can be used to good e ect for proof reuse. More precisely, we suggest how, in the context of dependent type theory, type isomorphisms: enhance the usability of generic frameworks. In this paper, we focus on universal algebra and show how type isomorphisms resolve all mismatches that occur when instantiating universal algebra to concrete algebraic theories such as the algebraic theory of groups; allow to switch between equivalent representations of mathematical theories. In this paper, we focus on the relationship between left-associating and right-associating structures, as carefully described in 31], and show how type isomorphisms allow functions and propositions for one representation to be applied immediately to another; allow to switch between equivalent representations of data structures. In this paper, we focus on the unary and binary representation of natural numbers and show how type isomorphisms allow functions and propositions for one representation to be applied immediately to another; En passant we also show how type isomorphisms allow to type natural expressions by collapsing inductive families la DML 39] . In this paper, we focus on dependent lists and show how type isomorphisms allow to formulate equalities such as rev (l^l') == (rev l')^(rev l) where l and l' are dependent lists,^denotes concatenation on lists and rev denotes the reverse operation on lists. 2. to propose an extension of dependent type theory where type isomorphisms are given a prominent r le through computational rules. More precisely, we de ne an extension of dependent type theory in which type isomorphisms are captured by rewriting rules at the levels of types and elements. We show that the extension is well-behaved, i.e. enjoys all standard properties required for proof-checking, including subject reduction, consistency and decidable typechecking. Our broad conclusion is that the computational interpretation of type isomorphisms, as proposed in this paper, is very useful in a number of situations (mostly connected to proof reuse) where traditional dependent type theory and its extensions are too weak.
Before proceeding any further, let us dispose of a red herring: in general, type isomorphisms are studied in extensional type theories and their existence is undecidable. Here we do not need extensionality because we enforce isomorphisms through new rewrite rules. As to undecidability, it simply re ects itself in the fact that our rewrite rules are by not complete , and that it is possible to introduce new rewrite rules that preserve the good properties of the calculus.
Related work
Our work is original in that it suggests, for the rst time to our best knowledge, to give a computational interpretation to (a class of) type isomorphisms. However, our work ts in a series of e orts to lay theoretical foundations for proof reuse in dependent type theory.
Subtyping Subtyping 14, 15 ] is a basic mechanism to enhance proof reuse in type systems. In a nutshell, subtyping is a relation between types that allows to lift every element of A into an element of B whenever A B. Thus, subtyping makes it possible to apply a function f : B ! C to a : A and thus provides a limited form of reusability. Speci c forms of subtyping connected to reusability include record subtyping 10] and constructor subtyping 7] but these forms of subtyping are too specialised to provide a general solution to the problem of reusability.
Implicit coercions and coercive subtyping These paradigms 3, 5, 28, 35] provide a very powerful mechanism that subsumes a variety of previous and seemingly unrelated proposals in the area of subtyping. In a nutshell, a coercion from A to B is a function f : A ! B, declared in a coercion context, and which allows to view a as an element of B and a shorthand for f a whenever a : A. While the initial idea is relatively simple, its realization involves a number of concepts, some of which are not fully understood at the time of writing: coherence of coercions: a set of coercions is coherent if the graph of coercions it generates, notably by composition and instantiation, is such that, for every types A and B, any two edges (coercions) from A to B are convertible. Coherence is undecidable in general, and we currently lack of criteria to decide when a set of coercions is indeed coherent. Thus current implementations of coercive subtyping, and in particular 4, 11], do not check coherence to the detriment of conceptual clarity; computational interpretation of coercions: in most existing works, coercions are not given a computational meaning through rewrite rules. Instead, the meaning of coercive subtyping is given in a logical framework with equality judgements, as in 28], or by a translation of the extended language (with coercions) into the original language (without coercions), as in 3, 35] . We prefer to follow the standard approach (for proof development systems) where type systems are de ned on their own and expressions are given a computational interpretation independently of typing; back-and-forth coercions: in all the examples considered below, we need to have back-and-forth coercions, i.e. pairs of coercions f : A ! B and g : B ! A that coexist in a single coercion context. However, most works on implicit coercions do not consider such back-and-forth coercions. Moreover, in case back-and-forth coercions are considered, see 5], the coercions f and g are required to be mutually inverse, which is not the case for our examples, as we work in a type theory without extensionality ( -conversion). 2 2 In Coq, one can de ne coercions both ways but, as said above, no provision is made to ensure coherence, which is unsatisfactory.
Thus our work may be viewed as contributing to the understanding of implicit coercions (1) by suggesting the usefulness of back-and-forth coercions (2) by suggesting a novel computational interpretation of coercions.
Proof transformation While the approaches presented above involve modifying the type system, several authors have developed methodologies to modify and adapt proofs to another context. Existing techniques include:
proof by analogy, which consists in building a proof of a theorem by analogy with a proof of a theorem whose structure is judged to be su ciently close to that of , see e.g. 18]. There are currently no implementations of proof by analogy in proof-development systems based on dependent type theory. proof by generalisation, which consists in abstracting away from the partic- These solutions are appealing in that they do not involve modifying the type system and can address a wealth of problems that range beyond the issues considered in this paper. However, these approaches are not always implemented, may be heavy to put in practice and could yield large proof terms.
Other relevant works They include: a decidable theory of type isomorphisms is implemented in Coq to help users search for results in libraries and developments 19]. However, the tool does not support the isomorphisms of types considered in this article and leaves the burden of performing the change of representations rest upon users; views, pioneered by P. Wadler 37] in the context of functional programming, provide a mechanism to switch between di erent representations of a data structure 3 . In our context, views correspond to isomorphisms of types between data structures. Wadler's article provides numerous examples (stemming from functional programming) of such isomorphisms and discusses implementation issues; however it does not discuss the meta-theoretical properties of views. 3 Views also allow to combine data abstractions with pattern-matching, but this does not concern us here.
Type-theoretical preliminaries
The type theory considered in this paper is essentially the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, see e.g. 38]. However, we allow ourselves to use a slightly more liberal notion of constructor type, mostly to enhance the clarity of the presentation. We use Prop to denote the universe of propositions, Set to denote the universe of sets, Class to denote the universe of classes, 4 . We let 4 range over universes. In addition, we use N to denote the inductive type of natural numbers (with constructors 0 and S). Besides, we use fl : A; l' : A 0 g for denoting record types, fl = a; l' = A 0 g for denoting records, the standard dot notation to denote eld selection and :h: := :i to denote substitution.
For the sake of simplicity, we formalise sets as types and not as setoids 25].
The type of n-ary functions over a type A is denoted by Fun n A and is de ned by the recursive equation Finally, the computational interpretation of functions, guarded recursive denitions and case-expressions are given by -reduction, + -reduction andreduction respectively. Contents The remaining of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we illustrate a number of situations where type isomorphisms can be used for proof reuse. For each example, we suggest an extension of the type theory. Properties of the extensions are discussed in Section 3. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.
Motivating examples
In this section, we introduce a number of examples where a computational interpretation of type isomorphisms allows users to switch between di erent representations of the same object/structure. Before delving into the examples, let us emphasise that the rst three examples arise from our previous and ongoing work on the formalisation of mathematics and programming language semantics, and that in all cases, we were overwhelmed by the burden of switching between existing representations manually.
Universal algebra
Universal algebra, see e.g. 16] , is a generic framework for the study of algebraic structures. As such, it provides an appealing structuring mechanism for developing a large body of algebra in type theory. Unfortunately, there is a fundamental mismatch when it comes to instantiating universal algebra to a concrete algebraic theory. De nitions are cluttered and in fact, are only isomorphic, but not convertible to the ones we would expect. Below we show how type isomorphisms solve the problem. 4 These are usually called Prop, Type 0 and Type 1 respectively.
Setting In this paragraph, we brie y review how to formalise (some representative notions of) universal algebra in type theory. Recall that the framework is parametrised over the notion of signature. Informally, a signature consists of a set F of function symbols, and of a map ar : F ! N which assigns its arity to each function symbol. The approach advocated in this paper is to enforce a computational rule that relates dependent function spaces over an enumeration type to record types that collect the value of the function for each element of the enumeration type. More precisely, if X n is an enumeration type with inhabitants 1 ; : : : ; n , then we introduce the rule f : X n : T ! flab 1 : Thf := 1 i; : : : ; lab n : Thf := n ig for some previously agreed upon set of labels lab 1 ; : : : ; lab n . 5 Clearly the new reduction relation (and its integration in the conversion rule) introduces non-canonical inhabitants at function and record types. For example, -conversion makes it possible to apply a record to an argument, or to select a eld of a function! We therefore need to cater for such cases, by introducing new computational rules: flab Clearly, the above expression is ill-formed as the type of ftermgroupgen does not t the de nition of constructor type. However, it is easy to recover a well-formed de nition, and in fact the expected one, by splitting the second constructor into three. Formally, we adopt the (conditional) rewrite rule 6 T flab 1 : T 1 ; : : : ; lab n : T n g 
Switching between mathematical theories
In a recent article 31], R. Pollack surveys the di erent existing mechanisms to represent mathematical structures in type theory. Record types are one wellknown such mechanism. However, as pointed out in loc. cit., record types come 5 In this paper, we gloss over the way such labels can be generated and xed uniquely. Note that, in a system such as Coq, this is not an issue as record types are de ned as inductive types with a single constructor. 6 In order to avoid mind-bogling renamings, we assume that I is a bound type variable in the de nition of the inductive type.
in several avours, including left-associating and right-associating records. Both approaches are extensively used in the formalisation of mathematics and it is therefore important that both representations coexist.
Setting We brie y compare left-associating and right-associating records in the context of Partial Equivalence Relations (PERs). PERs may be de ned as at, right-associative or left-associative records.
De nition 5. Both specialization and extensibility are important and thus both left-associating an right-associating (and of course at) approaches are extensively used in practice. It is therefore important to be able to switch between the three representations.
Solution One may solve the problem by enforcing suitable computational rules that atten record types. In order to avoid mind-bogling renaming problems with labels, we formalise the computational rules using Coq's view of record types as inductive types with a single constructor. 7 The rewrite rule then becomes In particular, we do not consider the interaction of our rewrite rules with record subtyping. However we expect the interaction to be well-behaved and a formal account will be reported elsewhere. 
Switching between equivalent data structures
Standard data structures, such as natural numbers or lists, often have several representations. In many cases, these representations serve di erent purposes: typically, some of them will be well-suited for logical reasoning whereas some others will be well-suited to serve as a basis for e cient algorithms. Unfortunately, switching between these di erent representations is not straightforward. Below we illustrate some of the issues involved by considering natural numbers, and their representation in unary and binary schemes. Both representations are used for example in J. C. B. Almeida's formalisation of the RSA algorithm 1]: unary numbers are used to prove the correctness of the algorithm, whereas binary numbers are used to extract a more e cient algorithm in Caml.
Setting Natural numbers are traditionally formalised in type systems with the Peano unary representation scheme. De nition 8. Problem We would like to use interchangeably both representations of natural numbers. In particular, we would like to derive the correctness of RSA on binary numbers from the correctness of RSA on unary numbers. To do so, one needs to be able to switch from operations on unary numbers to operations on binary numbers and to be able to apply a function f : N ! A to b : B . 
The above computational rules avoid stuck redexes , in this case a caseexpression applied to a term whose head symbol is a constructor, and enforces progress . However, the above computational rules do not solve the problem of canonical inhabitants: for example 0 is a canonical inhabitant of B . In order to address this problem, we introduce further equational rules where dne N and dne B respectively denote the unary and binary encodings of n.
Note that these equational rules can be postponed w.r.t. + -reduction and do not a ect decidability of type-checking.
Expressiveness of programming languages with dependent types
Our last example, which is not connected to proof reuse, shows how type isomorphisms can also be used in situations where the standard convertibility relation is too weak. Incidentally the following example, which deals with dependent lists (a.k.a. vectors), shows how a dependently typed programming language such as Cayenne 2], a dialect of Haskell that extends the Calculus of Constructions with full recursion, could be strengthened by using features from DML 39], a dependently typed extension of ML with a restricted form of dependent types. In fact, such a use of type isomorphisms bears some connections with H. Xi and F. Pfenning's use of constraints in DML. We do not develop this example further, since a neat treatment of this example requires to extend the type theory with a limited form of patternmatching, and will be provided elsewhere. 3 The type theory and its properties
The purpose of this section is to state some properties of the extended type theory. Due to space constraints, we cannot provide a detailed description of the type system, so we summarize its key feature: the calculus extends the Calculus of Inductive Constructions by taking into account in the conversion rule all -reductions and &-equalities introduced in the previous section (except in Subsection 2.4).
First, the extended reduction relation is con uent. Indeed, the new reduction rules are formulated in such a way that there are no critical pairs so the reduction relation is orthogonal and hence con uent 26]. In fact, the reduction calculus is even con uent modulo &-conversion. Proposition 9. + -reduction is con uent.
Second, the calculus enjoys subject reduction. 
Conclusion
We have detailed a number of situations in which (a computational interpretation of) type isomorphisms allow proof reuse and extend safely existing dependent type systems. Our work contributes to the understanding of implicit coercions and provides a theoretical foundation to (some form of) proof reuse.
From a practical perspective, we intend to integrate the techniques proposed in this paper into a proof development system such as Coq, as well as to understand the possible interactions between our approach and the proof transformation techniques of 30, 32] .
From a theoretical perspective, the outstanding question left unaddressed in this paper is the normalisation of the extended reduction relation. In a forthcoming article, we de ne a simply typed -calculus extended with a computational interpretation of implicit coercions and type isomorphisms between inductive types and records, and show that, under suitable conditions, the calculus is strongly normalising.
